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Recognition definition
Recognition decisions


A company has just purchased a building. Should
the company recognize the building as an asset?



A company has just completed the design for a
product it plans to develop in the future. Should the
company recognize the plan as an asset?



A company has just received notification from the
government that it owes taxes not previously
anticipated. Should the company recognize the
owed taxes as a liability?



A company has just learned that one of its ships
carrying toxic chemicals has been in an accident
causing extensive environmental harm. Should the
company recognize a liability for expected clean-up
costs?



A company has just entered a contract with a new
chief executive officer that guarantees her a
specified salary for her first three years on the job
providing she meets responsibilities specified in the
contract.


Should the company recognize a liability for the
guaranteed salary upon signing the contract?



Should the company recognize an asset for the
future benefits she is expected to bring to the
company?
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Recognition definition
Recognition
Recognition is the process of incorporating in
the balance sheet or income statement an item
that meets the definition of an element and
satisfies the criteria for recognition.
IASB Framework, ¶ 82

Synonyms


Recognized: reported, stated, carried, held
or capitalized (when referring to an asset)

Recognition decision
Determines whether and when an item satisfies
the definition and recognition criteria for a
financial-statement element.
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Recognition criteria
Desirable qualities of reported items


Understandable



Relevant





Nature



Materiality (size)

Reliable


Faithful representation


Substance over form



Neutral



Complete



Comparable



Timely
IASB Framework, ¶ 25-43
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Recognition criteria
Recognition criteria
An item that meets the definition of an element
should be recognized if:
a) it is probable that any future economic
benefit associated with the item will flow
to or from the entity; and
b) the item has a cost or value that can be
measured with reliability.
IASB Framework, ¶ 83

Materiality
Materiality should be considered when making
recognition decisions.
IASB Framework, ¶ 84
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Example
Faithful representation and uncertainty


Assume the distributions below are objective
experts’ estimates of the fair values of a
company’s marketable securities, buildings,
and expected environmental clean-up costs.


Fair value is the amount for which an
asset could be exchanged, or a liability
settled, between knowledgeable, willing
parties in an arm’s length transaction.
IAS 32, ¶ 11



For which asset or liability would an objective
expert’s estimate be least likely to faithfully
represent the value the asset would be
exchanged for, or the liability settled for, in an
arm’s length transaction with a willing party?
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Example
Faithful representation and substance
over form


Round-trip sale: On December 31, 2012,
Nifty Gadgets sells and delivers products to
a distributor, Trusty Sales. On the same
day, Nifty Gadgets promises to buy the
same products back from Trusty Sales the
next day, January 1, 2013, for 2% more
than Trusty Sales paid for them.



Which company should recognize the
products as inventory on December 31,
2012 to ensure the reported item faithfully
represents probable future benefits
controlled by the entity?
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Example
Faithful representation and neutrality


Assume the distributions below are objective
experts’ estimates of the fair values of a
company’s marketable securities, buildings,
and expected environmental clean-up costs.



Which one would you be most concerned
about a non-expert making an honest error?



Which one would you be most concerned
about an opportunistic manager reporting a
manipulated measure to achieve a desired
outcome?
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Example
Asset recognition decision


When a company purchases a building,
should the building be recognized as an
asset?

Questions to address


Does the building meet the asset definition?


Is it a resource controlled by the entity
as a result of past events from which
future economic benefits are expected
to flow to the entity?



Is it probable the future economic benefits
will flow to the entity?



Does the building have a cost or value that
can be measured with reliability?


Faithful representation?


Reasonable uncertainty?



Substance over form?



Neutral?
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Example
Asset recognition decision


A company has just completed the design for
a product it plans to develop in the future.
Should the company recognize the plan as an
asset?

Questions to address


Does the plan meet the asset definition?


Is it a resource controlled by the entity
as a result of past events from which
future economic benefits are expected
to flow to the entity?



Is it probable the future economic benefits
will flow to the entity?



Does the plan have a cost or value that can
be measured with reliability?


Faithful representation?


Reasonable uncertainty?



Substance over form?



Neutral?
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Example
Liability recognition decision


A company has just received notification from
the government that it owes taxes not
previously anticipated. Should the company
recognize the owed taxes as a liability?

Questions to address


Do the taxes owed meet the liability
definition?


Does the entity have a present
obligation arising from past events the
settlement of which is expected to
result in the outflow of resources
embodying economic benefits?



Is it probable there will be a settlement that
results in the outflow of resources
embodying economic benefits?



Do the taxes owed have a cost or value that
can be measured with reliability?


Faithful representation?


Reasonable uncertainty?



Substance over form?



Neutral?
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Example
Liability recognition decision


A company has just learned that one of its
ships carrying toxic chemicals has been in an
accident causing extensive environmental
harm. Should the company recognize a
liability for expected clean-up costs?

Questions to address


Do the expected clean-up costs meet the
liability definition?


Does the entity have a present
obligation arising from past events the
settlement of which is expected to
result in the outflow of resources
embodying economic benefits?



Is it probable there will be a settlement that
results in the outflow of resources
embodying economic benefits?



Do the expected clean-up costs have a cost
or value that can be measured with
reliability?


Faithful representation?


Reasonable uncertainty?



Substance over form?



Neutral?
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Example
Liability recognition decisions


A company has entered a contract with a new chief
executive officer that guarantees her a specified
salary for her first three years on the job providing
she meets responsibilities specified in the contract.


Should the company recognize a liability for the
guaranteed salary upon signing the contract?



This is an example of an executory contract: a
stage in the life of a contract when both parties still
have significant obligations to perform.

Questions to address


Does the guaranteed salary meet the liability
definition?


Does the entity have a present obligation
arising from past events the settlement of
which is expected to result in the outflow of
resources embodying economic benefits?



No:


In practice, obligations under contracts that are
equally proportionately unperformed (for
example, liabilities for inventory ordered but not
yet received) are generally not recognized as
liabilities in the financial statements. However,
such obligations may meet the definition of
liabilities and, provided the recognition criteria
are met in the particular circumstances, may
qualify for recognition. In such circumstances,
recognition of liabilities entails recognition of
related assets or expenses.

IAS Framework, ¶ 91
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Company disclosures
British Airways,2008/2009 Annual Report and Accounts,page 82,www.bashares.com

“The basis of preparation and
accounting policies set out in this
Report and Accounts have been
prepared in accordance with the
recognition and measurement criteria
of the IFRS...”
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Company disclosures
British Airways,2008/2009 Annual Report and Accounts,page 83,www.bashares.com

“Where the cost of a business
combination exceeds the fair
value attributable to the net
assets acquired, the resulting
goodwill is capitalized ...”
“Landing rights acquired from
other airlines are capitalized
...”

“The cost of purchase or
development of computer
software that is separable from
an item of related hardware is
capitalized separately ...”
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Company disclosures
Qantas 2009 Annual Report,page 95.www.qantas.com.au

“ Software development expenditure, including the cost of materials,
direct labour and other costs, is only
recognized as an asset when the
Qantas Group control’s future economic benefits as a result of the
costs incurred, it is probable those
economic benefits will eventuate
and the costs can be measured
reliably.”
“Brand names and trademarks are
carried at cost ...”
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US GAAP


Under US GAAP, an item and information
about it should meet four fundamental
recognition criteria to be recognized and
should be recognized when the criteria are
met, subject to a cost-benefit constraint and
a materiality threshold. Those criteria are:


Definitions—The item meets the
definition of an element of financial
statements.



Measurability—It has a relevant attribute
measurable with sufficient reliability.



Relevance—The information about it is
capable of making a difference in user
decisions.



Reliability—The information is
representationally faithful, verifiable, and
neutral.
FASB Concept Statement 5, ¶ 63



Generally assets and liabilities associated
with executory contracts are not recognized
under US GAAP.
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Take-aways
What should you know?


One reason a balance sheet is a fuzzy image
of a company’s financial condition at a
reporting date is some items that meet the
definitions of assets or liabilities are not
recognized either because related future
inflows or outflows are not probable or can’t
be measured reliably.



More precisely, they can’t be measured
reliably enough to meet the threshold for
recognition determined by decision makers in
the decision hierarchy that stretches from
legislative bodies to record keepers.
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Take-aways
What should you know?


A second reason a balance sheet is a fuzzy
image is some items that meet the reliability
threshold can still fall considerably short of
being perfectly reliable.



Determining whether an item meets
recognition criteria can require substantial
judgment, especially when there is a high
degree of uncertainty associated with the
item.
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Take-aways
Where are we heading?


Recognition criteria preclude certain items
from being reported to ensure the ones that
are reported are as relevant and reliable as
possible, given cost –benefit considerations.



However, recognition decisions do not ensure
comparability, another desirable quality of
reported numbers: there can be multiple ways
to measure items that meet the recognition
criteria.



The Judgment: Measurement Decisions video
examines the measurement objectives,
techniques, and inputs associated with these
alternatives and the company disclosures
users must understand when assessing
comparability across companies, industries,
and countries.
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